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About This Game

Stranded on an uninhabited island. Completely removed from civilisation. How long will you survive? Step up and challenge
your new environment. Do you have what it takes?

Explore

Discover unlimited possibilities in a procedurally generated world. Each island is different to the next, meaning each game is
different from the last. Uncover the secrets of your island to reveal what it truly has to offer.

Craft

Utilise the full potential of your surroundings. Collect items found around the island and use them to create tools to help you
survive. The items you possess might just be the difference between finding food or dying from starvation.

Adapt

Battle the elements to survive as long as possible. Test your limits in the ever changing wilderness. Random weather events will
have you struggling for your life. You’ll need to find protection from your environment if you hope to beat it.

Survive

Find supplies to stay alive. Heal injuries and stay fed and well hydrated to ensure you last. The native creatures of the island
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may be your only hope of surviving. Only once you have learnt to think and act as one with your surroundings do you stand a
chance of defeating them.

Features

Randomly generated map

Hundreds of unique items

Intelligent NPC

Achievements

Day/Night Cycle

Random Weather Events

Coming Soon

Co-Op mode

Cave exploration

More NPCs

More maps

Crafted item recipe tracking
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Title: Beached
Genre: Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
James Petty
Publisher:
James Petty
Release Date: 28 Jun, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.8Ghz or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 2nd Generation Intel Core HD Graphics (2000/3000), or dedicated GPU with DirectX 9.0c Support

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: OpenAL-compatible

English
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I see one animal on the whole small island a chicken. I see ? marks on the map and i can grab them to put on hotbar and walk
around on the map but nothing else. W A S D works and nothing else.. need update for more craft, how to craft medicine ? nice
simple game. This game has a nice playstyle and crafting system, it has a lot of potential to become a great game.. no updates in
ages :\/ 50Cal!!! guess he's busy BUT apparently its still being worked on so hopes up

FAST version:
 good game hasnt got alot of content on the surface.
 so far i think of the water meter as a timer when it runs out you die and idk how to make it go up by any large amount....
 there are no monsters or enemys just you on an island with rocks and trees

NOT SO FAST version:
good game at first it seemed to be 100% blank empty but walk around and you find things... then maybe throw some stuff into
the bar on the right see what comes out (think logical eg reeds might be helpfull maybe you need a few) the main thing id like to
see would be a few hints to get people started on things like medical stuff , food and water... i mean food is easy but i died from
having no water cas the sea waters bad and nothing i did helped :( just a few hints pls... also is there a group or page to post the
crafting things we find cas... i needs help XD

good game so far but not for everyone id like to see updates and to have more info on whats actaully in the game... eg what do i
do with say a log? or 5... also i feel like a genius for getting a log XD amazing...
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